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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Although the Funding Mechanisms of Decommissioning and Dismantling (D&D) of Nuclear 
Power Plants (NPP) has recently gained a growing interest1, this is not only a new but also an old issue. 

The issue is old because National Atomic Laws and/or other Nuclear Legislation recognized the 
mandatory character of D&D. Consequently accumulation of funds to cover the future D&D expenses 
is a legal requirement since the beginning of Nuclear Energy Industry, at least in countries with a 
market economy. The issue is new as well because many of the large commercial NPP may reach the 
end of their lifetime during the next twenty years2. As a result, the growing interest on D&D Funding 
Mechanisms is justified since the funds accumulated should cover the related expenses if any. 

Despite this growing interest, there is however a lack, at least at the NEA3 level, of an updated 
survey of existing Funding Mechanisms4. Because Electric utilities are experiencing deregulation 
movement5, there is also a lack of a “comparison framework” which take into account this new context, 
and within which the effectiveness of current Funding Mechanisms could be assessed. 

1.2 Purposes and Challenges of Funding Mechanisms 

In the field of NPP decommissioning, funding mechanisms refer to the overall process of 
financing future D&D operations. Therefore, one can expect a funding mechanism to organize some 
relevant functions regarding D&D financing. These functions are, 1° the recognition of the liabilities 
and the estimation of the related financial burden, 2° the collection of the corresponding financial 
resources 3° the management and disbursement of those resources when needed. In fact, the 
                                                      
1.  See [1], [2], [3] & [7]. 

2.  In the case of France, the operational lifetime of NPP has been extended to 40 years. Given this assumption, 
the bulk of NPP retirement will occur between year 2017 and year 2030. A peak will be reached in 2020 
since 7,3 GW capacity will be retired (see [4]). It is worth noting that it could be of economic interest to 
extend the lifetime of NPP, provided that investments to meet safety requirements are not prohibitive. 

3.  OECD/Nuclear Energy Agency. 

4.  The most recent work published by the NEA on the subject with the objective to provide an international 
framework on a comparative basis is the 1996 report. See [8]. 

5.  See [4] & [5]. 
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mandatory character of D&D suggest that an effective Funding Mechanism should provide availability 
of funds. This is to say the funds collected should be managed in a consistent way regarding their 
protection against financial insecurity. Since there is no investment without risk, availability of funds 
is properly a matter of degree. Therefore the challenge faced by Funding Mechanisms will be to 
provide when needed the degree of availability necessary for their effectiveness. But this can be 
expected only if the risk taken in the investment of funds are properly identified and appropriate 
measures to cope with identified risks taken. 

1.3 Objectives of the Paper 

This paper will shed some lights on Funding Mechanisms in OECD countries. First of all, it will 
review and evidence the variety of the institutional frameworks of Funding Mechanisms. Despite 
existing differences, these mechanisms are set up with common objectives which are, 1° the 
management/control of the funds and, 2° the bearing of one of the back-end liabilities of nuclear 
power industry. Therefore, the paper will address the existing relationship between these two 
objectives. 

The deregulation of the electricity market has created a new situation where electric utilities 
including NPP owners have entered a volatile era 6 . This raises a new question concerning the 
robustness of Funding Mechanisms. That question is: What degree of availability of funds 
accumulated could be expected from those mechanisms under these new volatile business conditions? 
In this respect, the paper will assess the merits of current Funding Mechanisms. 

1.4 Methodology 

The paper will proceed as follow: 1° A survey of practices in different countries. The design 
of Funding Mechanisms will be considered and their variety will be evidenced; 2° Respective merits 
of Funding mechanisms regarding the availability of funds in a deregulated electricity context. 
In this respect, the strength and weakness of current Funding Mechanisms will be assessed regarding 
the protection of funds against financial insecurity. Evaluative criteria related to the design of funds on 
the one hand and to the deregulated electricity context on the other will be considered. 

2. INTERNATIONAL OVERVIEW OF INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK 

The objective of funding mechanisms as stressed above is to finance the future 
decommissioning costs of nuclear power plants. Despite this common objective, significant 
differences do exist between funding mechanisms in OECD countries. In fact, the overall 
decommissioning process is subject to national decommissioning policy which are varied7. Because of 
the lack of uniformity of national framework, it seems obvious to expect differences regarding funding 
mechanisms. It is also of interest to evidence the existing differences. One way of doing this is to look 
at, and describe, the details of the design of a funding mechanism. This can be done through three 
steps. The first step will consist in outlining the basic components of the design of a funding 
mechanism. It will appear that those components can be, and are, defined differently. Because there is 
no single way to combine those components, the next step will highlight the diversity of current 
                                                      
6.  The concerns here are: 1° electricity market price volatility, 2° cash-flow and economic margin volatility, 

3° stock prices volatility, ... See [13] and [15]. 

7.  See the NEA 2003 report ([9], page 21). According to this report,  decommissioning policy “refers to 
government policy, and includes all governmental (national or regional) choices, as described in laws, 
regulations, standards and mandatory requirements that will influence the framework in which 
decommissioning takes place”. 
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funding mechanisms in OECD countries. Respective national framework also address the allocation of 
the technical responsibility of decommissioning on the one hand, and of the ownership/control of 
decommissioning funds on the other. The third step will then address existing relationships between 
both responsibilities in other to emphasize the way they are brought together in national framework. 

2.1  Basic components of Funding Mechanisms 

Four main components of the design of a funding mechanism can be distinguished. These are 1° 
the costs estimation rules and liabilities calculation, 2° the collection of the funds and its timeframe, 3° 
the management/control of the funds collected and, 4° the monitoring of the process. 

2.1.1 Costs Estimation Rules and Liabilities Calculation 

The knowledge of costs is a prerequisite of any financing purpose. So it is in the field of 
decommissioning where funding requirements need to be determined. For this to be done, the nature 
of decommissioning costs needs to be defined. The IAEA8 standards on decommissioning are the 
admitted references on the subject within the civilian nuclear energy profession. Therefore, the costs 
which we need to know in the purpose of funding requirements are costs related to the three 
decommissioning stages acknowledged by the IAEA9. 

According to the NEA 2003 report, decommissioning costs can be estimated in a reliable way 
since decommissioning industry has matured and gained experience10. However, estimation technique 
are basically projection of costs. Therefore, the reliability of costs estimation may be confronted to 
uncertainties when there is a lack of information 11 . In contrast, when past experiences of the 
decommissioning of other nuclear facilities are available, they offer the opportunity to scale down or 
to scale up the corresponding expenses on a case by case basis. 

In OECD countries, decommissioning costs projection rest on two main rationale. The first is 
the construction costs of the NPP. This rationale consider that decommissioning costs will represent a 
percentage of construction costs (between 12 and 20%). The second rationale is overnight costs 
which refers to what the costs will be if decommissioning could take place instantaneously according 
to a defined plan and under prevailing technological and regulatory conditions. It is worth to mention 
that whatever the rationale is, costs estimates are periodically updated to reflect current 
decommissioning strategy, the state of decommissioning technology and inflation rate.  

Table 1 below evidences the variety of practices regarding costs estimation rules in OECD 
countries. 

Some countries have choose to base their funding requirements on the construction costs of the 
NPP.  

                                                      
8.  International Atomic Energy Agency. 

9.  It is interesting to recall the respective stages of decommissioning operations. The first stage includes 
removal of all the fuel from the reactor, removal of the waste produced during the operation phase and 
still present on site, disposal fluids, and some decontamination operations. The second stage consists in 
dismantling the equipment outside the nuclear island and in reinforcement of the reactor containment. The 
third stage consists in actually dismantling the facility. See [14], page 425. 

10.  See [9], page 46. 

11.  The consistency of costs estimation methods are not discussed in this paper. The reader should refer to the 
contribution of Söderberg & al. in this Topical Session which highlights some major uncertainties. 
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The construction costs rule is applied in Belgium (12%), in France (15%). To cope with the 
same issue, other countries rely on overnight costs. This is the case in the United Kingdom, in 
Switzerland, etc. In some countries, costs estimates may rest on specific rules (costs escalation or 
specific assumptions, etc). These countries fall in the category others shown in table 1. In Canada, for 
example, there is no general rule. The owner of NPP are supposed to propose an estimate of D&D 
costs to the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC) which may or may not validate the 
proposed estimates. In the USA, the amount of the costs estimation by the NRC is at least $290 
million and $370 million (in 1999 dollars) respectively for a generic PWR and for a generic BWR12. 

Once the projected decommissioning costs is known whatever the method used, the next issue is 
to determine the amount that should be really set aside. This is a matter of discounting technique, and 
within it, of the importance given to the timing of decommissioning activities. It is worth noting that 
the rationale of discounting is that of accumulation. This means that an amount of money set aside 
today can grow (free of inflation) in a large amount in the future provided the period is long. 

Because decommissioning expenses are incurred several decades later, even in the case of an 
immediate D&D strategy, the use of discounting seems to be justified, without being mandatory, in 
decommissioning financing. This is why two methods of liabilities calculation are distinguished. 
These are the net present value and the current value methods. 

The net present value method takes into account a discounting rate and an accumulation 
period which may or may not include the timescale of decommissioning activities. According to this 
method, the owner of the liabilities is required to set aside only a fraction of the costs estimates. The 
remaining fraction is expected to be raised through the accumulation process regarding the discounting 
rate applied and the accumulation period chosen. This method is also known as discounted liabilities 
methods. 

In Belgium, the estimated burden is discounted by considering the lifetime period of the plant 
and a rate revised every five years. This rate was fixed at 8,6% in 1999. France and Germany also 
considered the power plant lifetime period and discount the estimated burden at a rate of 5% in France 
since 2003 and 5,5% in Germany since 1999. Discounting is also applied in The Netherlands by 
URENCO (2%) and the Research Center (7%). In the UK, the time scale of decommissioning 
activities is the period considered in discounting. That period is 80 years for British Energy and 135 
years for BNFL13. 

In the current value method, the liabilities amount is undiscounted. Consequently, the owner 
of the liabilities should set aside the amount of money corresponding to the costs estimates. In Japan 
for example, the annual contribution is determined in a pro-rata basis regarding assumptions on the 
electricity output each year and during the lifetime of NPPs. In the remaining countries in the table 
below, the financial burden of D&D is not discounted. Table 1 below summarise the current situation 
in some OECD countries.   

                                                      
12.  See [14], page 378. 

13.  See Annual report of both companies. 
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Table 1:  Costs estimation rules and liabilities calculations in some OECD member countries 

Costs Estimation Rules Liabilities calculation Countries 
Percentage of the 
construction costs 

Overnight costs 
estimates 

Others Discounted Undiscounted 

Belgium X   X  
Canada   X X  
Finland  X   X 
France X   Since Yr 200314 Before Yr  2003  
Germany  X  Since Yr 1999  
Italy     X 
Japan  X   X 
South Korea  X   X 
The Netherlands  X  X X 
Spain  X  X  
Sweden  X  X  
Switzerland  X  X  
UK  X  X  
USA   X  X 
Source: NEA’s Compilation of national fact sheets (last updated: 28 September 2004), see 

www.nea.fr/html/rwm/wpdd/welcome.html 

2.1.2 Procedures for Funds Collection and Schedule for Funding 

After the costs have been estimated and the amount of the liabilities determined as presented 
above, two others relevant problem arise. Regarding decommissioning financing, it is important to 
determine how the amount of the liabilities will be raised, when should it be provided and at what 
speed. The question here is, through what channels the funds are raised and within which time period? 
The practices on both issues in OECD countries are diversified. 

Regarding fund collection methods, some countries rely on electricity rates while others raise 
funds trough a levy on electricity revenue. Electricity rates method implies that decommissioning 
costs are component of nuclear generated electricity costs. In contrast, a levy on electricity revenue 
means that the funds are raised by a charge on the electricity system on a kWh basis. This is the case 
in Italy where there is no more nuclear generated electricity15. According to the NEA 2003 report, 
decommissioning funds are mainly raised through electricity rates in OECD countries16. Spain and 
Italy rely on levy on electricity sales to collect the decommissioning funds. It is difficult to class 
Sweden’ practice in one of the two collection method. Although the fee determined by the government 
is not a general taxation on nuclear power, it is not clear to what extent it is included in electricity rates 
and consequently in the cost of nuclear generated electricity. This issue is not clear as well in 
Switzerland where annual contributions are paid into the fund by NPP owners. 

Electricity rates and levy on electricity revenue methods link the fund collection to the operator’ 
turnover. This is why another characteristic of funds collection applied by some countries is important 
to notice. In fact, guarantees may be required to the operator to cover decommissioning expenses if a 
                                                      
14.  See EDF 2003 Annual Report. 

15.  In Italy, there are no more operational NPP. However, Italy still collects some funds by a levy on 
electricity sales to provide additional resources linked to the change in the decommissioning strategy. See 
NEA/RWM(2003)14. 

16.  See [9], page 51. 
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plant is closed prematurely or if those expenses exceed the volume of funds accumulated17. In Canada, 
the CNSC may draw upon financial guarantee establish by the operator if necessary. The Finnish 
practice combine guarantees and gradual build in the external State fund18. This rationale ensures that 
the liabilities not covered by the NPP contribution into the fund are covered by guarantees. In Sweden, 
NPP owners are required to furnished different guarantees to prevent any insufficiency of funds. In the 
USA, D&D funds can be collected progressively through electricity rates or be covered by mean of 
prepayment account or financial assurance mechanisms. To a large extent, guarantee is also applied in 
Switzerland. In this latter country, the NPP owners are obliged by law to act as guarantors. 

The second relevant problem is the schedule for funding. That is, should the funds be set aside 
on a yearly ‘pay as you go basis’ or before the plant be commissioned? These methods refer 
respectively to gradual build approach and prepayment. 

The current practices in OECD countries fall into these two categories. The gradual build 
approach consists of an annual payment (provision) reported in the balance sheet of the company 
during the commercial lifetime of the nuclear plant. It could also take the form of an annual 
contribution in an external fund. The prepayment approach requires the operators to provide the 
decommissioning financing before the plant begins its operation. The current practices in OECD 
countries regarding funds collection and schedule for funding is given in the table below. 

Table 2:  Funds collection and Schedule for funding in some OECD member countries 

Funds Collection Methods Schedule for Funding Countries 
Electricity rates Levy Guarantees Gradual build Prepayment 

Belgium X   X  
Canada X  X X  
Finland X  X X  
France X   X  
Germany X   X  
Italy  X  - - 
Japan X   X  
South Korea X   X  
The Netherlands X   X  
Spain  X  X  
Sweden - - X X  
Switzerland - -  X  
UK X   X  
USA X  X X X 
Source: NEA’s Compilation of national fact sheets (last updated: 28 September 2004), see 

www.nea.fr/html/rwm/wpdd/welcome.html 

2.1.3 Organisation of the Funds Management 

The management of the funds collected is necessary because decommissioning implies costs 
that are very distant in time compared to the collection of the financial resources. One important issue 
here is the appointment of the manager of the funds19. Of course, this raises the question of ownership 
                                                      
17.  A deficit of funds could appear because the financing mechanism itself may proved less accurate or in 

case of a change in the regulatory regime of decommissioning. 

18.  Nuclear Waste Management Fund 

19.  There might simply be no funds to manage if the decommissioning is the responsibilities of the State. 
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and control of those funds. There are two possible strategies regarding the organisation of the funds 
management. The management may be outsourced or not. This refers respectively to a management by 
an external body and to a management by the NPP owner (internal solution). 

When the internal solution prevails, the management of the funds may or may not be unbundled 
from the electricity business of the NPP operator. In the latter case (management not unbundled), it 
can be envisaged that a statutory account carry a fraction of the funds. 

In the case of an external management, two relevant organisational issues appear. The first is 
whether the external management should be centralized or not? The second is whether the external 
manager should be a private or a public body? From current practices in OECD countries, it can be 
observed that public property regime always goes with a centralised rationale of the management of 
funds. In this case, the existing fund is unique for the entire industry20 without being a mutual fund. In 
Sweden for example, the central fund is properly speaking four different funds, one for each NPP 
operator. A mutual fund can be expected when the responsibility of decommissioning rest on a unique 
body as it is the case in Spain. Conversely, private property regime always goes with a decentralised 
management rationale. This implies that there could be as many funds as there are operators. The table 
below shows that current practices in OECD countries fall into two generic categories, namely 
outsourcing or internal management21. 

Table 3:  Organization of decommissioning funds management in some OECD member countries 

Outsourced Management Internal Management Countries 
Private body Public body Segregated Non-segregated 

Belgium X    
Canada    X 
Finland  X   
France    X 
Germany    X 
Italy  X   
Japan    X 
South Korea    X 
The Netherlands    X 
Spain  X   
Sweden  X   
Switzerland  X   
UK  X X  
USA X  X  
Source: NEA’s Compilation of national fact sheets (last updated: 28 September 2004), see 

www.nea.fr/html/rwm/wpdd/welcome.html 

 

                                                      
20.  This is the case in Finland, Sweden, Switzerland, Spain. Belgium and the UK will also range in this case 

when Synatom for Belgium and the NDA for the UK will be operational. It is worth noting that the NDA 
will be the unique fund only for the state own NPP. 

21  These categories are generic because several possibilities regarding ownership/control of the funds do 
exist. The owner under the supervision of the State can manage the fund, or it can be managed by a 
private company/bank again under possible control of the State, or it can be managed by the State under 
the control of a different State agency. The fund could be a mutual one or there could be a fund for each 
NPP owner or for each NPP. 
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Outsourced management may rest on a public and centralised body or on private decentralised 
bodies. In Belgium, a legal provision of June 2003 has outsourced the management of the funds in the 
benefit of SYNATOM SA, but the decret royal necessary for this provision to came into force is yet to 
be taken. SYNATOM SA is a subsidiary of NPP owners (Electrabel & Tractebel) in which the 
Belgium State retain a golden share. The Finnish Nuclear Waste Management Fund is a State fund in 
charge of the management of D&D funds of all the NPP owners. In Sweden, the fund is managed by 
an independent government authority (the Board of the Nuclear Waste Fund). This responsibility is 
also carried in Switzerland by a public body the fonds de désaffection des installations nucléaires. In 
Spain, the public company ENRESA manages the funds since 1984. Since year 2000, Italy has 
empowered SOGIN, a public company, in this respect. In the UK, the system has evolved from an 
internal non-segregated rationale to an outsourced and state management rationale for public operator 
of NPP (BNFL & UKAEA). In fact, a new public body, the LMA (Liability Management Authority), 
was created in July 2002 and transformed in NDA (National Decommissioning Authority) since 
March 200322. In the USA, the NRC introduced in 1998 an amendment in its trust fund requirements 
which provides that D&D funds may be managed trough external sinking funds. 

In the case of internal management, the NPP operators hold the funds. In its pure form, internal 
management do not rely neither on a statutory account nor on a trust. So other practices in this 
category are internal management combined with a statutory account (EDF, BNFL) and internal 
segregated management via a trust fund (British Energy). 

2.1.4 Procedures of Monitoring 

Several monitoring dimensions of funding mechanisms do exit. Costs estimates are submitted to 
periodical control as well as the inflow of resources into the fund. Another dimension is the 
monitoring of the management strategy of those resources and this is what the present section will deal 
with. In fact, once the manager of the funds is appointed, a concern still remains regarding the 
management of the funds. The concern is that of confidence in its management. The question here is 
how to organise the monitoring activity so that the management be effective regarding established 
principles (transparency, availability,). In this respect, OECD countries rely both on relevant sectorial 
authorities and on specific body. 

Monitoring by relevant sectorial authorities (government departments in charge of the energy 
sector) is provided by all the national institutional frameworks. This aspect of monitoring consist in 
issuing more general rules. Some examples are, the Direction Générale de l’Energie et des Matières 
Premières in France, the Department of Trade and Industry in UK, the Office Fédérale de l’Energie in 
Switzerland, the BMU in Germany, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in the USA, etc. 

Although monitoring by specific body can be found in all OECD countries, significant 
differences do exist at their operational level. In fact, some OECD countries have empowered special 
purpose organisation to carry out monitoring activities. This is the case in Sweden with the Nuclear 
Power Inspectorate (SKI). The Spanish institutional framework also provides that the Comision 
Nacional de Energia oversees the management of the funds. In Switzerland, the DETEC (Federal 
Department of Environment, Transport, Energy and Communication) has set up an Administrative 
Commission for this purpose. In Belgium, the above mentioned June 2003 legal provision also entitled 
the creation of a “Surveillance Committee”. In contrast, other countries rely on general purpose 
organisation. That is to say the supervisor is not sector specific. This scheme is observed in France 
and Belgium with La Cour des Comptes. It is the case as well in the UK and in the USA where 

                                                      
22.  The NDA is expected to be operational by April 2005. [See NEA/RWM(2003)14]. 
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respectively the National Audit Office and the Government Accounting Office have the responsibility 
to assess the management of the funds. The remaining countries also fall in this category. In fact, 
Canadian monitoring process provides that the CSNC requires information from NPP owner on their 
decommissioning plans and financial guarantee but do not specify their contents. In the Finnish system, 
the Ministry of Trade and Industry is the supervisor of the funding mechanism. But this is a more 
general governmental body as it is the case of the Italian Ministry of Economy whose monitoring 
activity consists of issuing guidelines according to which SOGIN manages the funds23. The Japanese 
system provides that regulatory authorities assess adequacy of the funds by reviewing accounting 
report submitted by the NPP owners. 

Current monitoring practices in OECD countries are given by the table below. 

Table 4:  Monitoring of the decommissioning funds management in some OECD member countries 

Specific body Countries Relevant sectorial 
authorities  Specialised Non-specialised 

Belgium X X  
Canada X  X 
Finland X  X 
France X  X 
Germany X  X 
Italy X  X 
Japan X  X 
South Korea X  X 
The Netherlands X  X 
Spain X X  
Sweden X X  
Switzerland X X  
UK X  X 
USA X  X 

Source: NEA’s Compilation of national fact sheets (last updated: 28 September 2004), see 
www.nea.fr/html/rwm/wpdd/welcome.html 

It is worth noting that a natural target when organising monitoring is the provision of  access to 
relevant information. This is the case when the monitoring activities are carried out ex ante (definition 
of some limits to the behaviour of the manager of the funds at the beginning of the control period) and 
ex post (assessment of the behaviour of the manager at the end of the control period). From this point, 
another feature of monitoring important to notice is that this activity is carried out ex ante and ex post 
when the specific body is specialised. Conversely, monitoring is handled ex post only when the 
supervisor body is not specialised. Therefore, the supervisor is not submitted to the same information 
constraints as it will be emphasized later. 

2.2 Current Funding Mechanisms 

Funding arrangements applied in OECD countries represent a range of different approaches 
between  the two extremes of an external mechanism as applied e.g. in Sweden and a internal 
mechanism as applied e.g. in France. Current mechanisms fall into three basic categories: internal non 
segregated mechanisms, internal segregated mechanisms, and external mechanisms. These 
mechanisms can be distinguished regarding some relevant functions from an organisational point of 
                                                      
23.  By the way, we have not notice implementation of both ex ante an ex post, control in the Finish and 

Italian system. 
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view. These are, 1° the collection of funds, 2° the responsibility of the management of the funds and, 
3° the organisation of the monitoring activity. 

2.2.1 Internal Non-segregated Mechanism 

In this model, operators are individually responsible for collection of financial resources. They 
are also responsible for the management of those resources. The funds are shown among the 
provision for liabilities in the company’s balance sheet. It could be shown as well in a statutory 
account. Operators own/control the funds and are also responsible for financing the ongoing 
decommissioning operations if any. On the monitoring side, this model is characterised by non-
specialised supervisor and thus by ex post monitoring activity. This model is actually the dominant one. 
A recent study carried by the NEA shows that in nearly 50% of the countries, the operators hold the 
funds24. 

2.2.2 Internal Segregated Mechanism 

Regarding the collection of funds and the organisation of monitoring, internal segregated 
solutions have the same features as internal non-segregated mechanisms. In contrast, the management 
of the funds in internal segregated mechanisms rest on a different rationale. In this mechanism, the 
NPP owner also own a trust into which it contributes money for the purpose of decommissioning 
funding. The funds are managed by a separate body and this is supposed to be done without the NPP 
interference. However, there is no guarantee of the absence of conflict of interest despite the 
unbundling rationale. Therefore, this mechanism can be seen as an internal non-segregated mechanism 
with a generalised statutory account. This solution is applied in the UK for British Energy. 

2.2.3 External Mechanism 

In this model, the responsibility of collection may be assigned to operators or to an 
independent body, as it is the case in Spain with the Comision National de Energia. The main 
characteristic of this model is the delegation of the responsibility of the funds management to a 
private or public independent entity (a fund). Indeed, this ad hoc entity controls the funds and is 
responsible for financing the ongoing decommissioning operations. Generally, public independent 
entities are unique and centralised (Finland, Sweden, Switzerland) whereas private independent 
entities are not. In the USA for example, external sinking funds are required for those NPP owner who 
collect D&D funds through electricity rates.  

On the monitoring side, external mechanisms are characterised by the existence of a specialised 
supervisor. Therefore, the supervisor influences ex ante the investment choices of the manager of the 
funds and evaluates those choices ex post. 

It is important to mention the role of the national legal framework on the selection of a type of 
mechanism. While some countries do subject the type of funding mechanisms to legal requirement, 
other does not. In that case, the legal framework only emphasizes the fact that appropriate measures 
should be taken to ensure the constitution and the availability of decommissioning funds. Current 
funding mechanisms in OECD countries are given in the table below. 

 

                                                      
24.  See [9]. 
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Table 5:  The variety Funding Mechanisms in some OECD member countries  

Funding Mechanisms 

Countries 
Is the type of 

mechanism subject 
to legal obligation? Internal Non-

segregated Internal Segregated External 

Belgium Since June 03 Before June 03  Since June 03 
Canada No With guarantee   
Finland Yes   Public body  
France No With a statutory 

account 
  

Germany No No statutory 
account 

  

Italy Yes   Public body 
since Yr 2000 

Japan No No statutory 
account 

  

South Korea No No statutory 
account 

  

The 
Netherlands 

No No statutory 
account 

  

Spain Yes   Public body since 
Yr 1984 

Sweden Yes   Public body 
Switzerland Yes   Since Yr 1984 
UK Yes (for the NDA) With a statutory 

account Prior July 
2002 for BNFL 

Since 1996 for 
British Energy 

Since July 2002 for 
BNFL & UKAEA 

USA Yes  Trust funds External Sinking 
funds 

Source: NEA’s Compilation of national fact sheets (last updated: 28 September 2004), see 
www.nea.fr/html/rwm/wpdd/welcome.html 

2.3 The combination of D&D funds control and of liabilities responsibility  

The above mentioned differences in the design of funding mechanisms should not obscure the 
fact that those mechanisms are set up with a common objective which is to serve as a secure source of 
funds for the D&D operations. In fact, two responsibilities are involved in the decommissioning 
process. The first is to raise and/or manage the funds. The second is to own the liabilities or to be 
entitled to do so by the legal framework. Therefore, another point where the variety of practices can be 
stressed is the way according which these responsibilities are brought together in national framework. 
The issue here is how to organise the responsibility of D&D operations and that of funds 
management?  Should they be borne by the same actor or should they be handled separately and in this 
case, how the relationship between both responsibilities should be defined? 
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According to the NEA 1996 report, there is no single way to couple the responsibility of D&D 
operation and that of management of the D&D funds. The various scheme stressed by that report fall 
in three categories. The first two are the extreme categories and the third one is in between: 

1. The first category consists in putting both responsibilities in the hand of a central public body 
which is also external vis-à-vis NPP operators. This is the case in Spain where ENRESA 
manages the funds and bear the responsibility of proper realisation of D&D operations. It is the 
case as well in Italy with SOGIN and in the UK where the NDA will carry both responsibilities 
for the publicly owned NPP; 

2. The second category consists in putting both responsibilities in separate and decentralised 
hands. In fact, the NPP operators are responsible of both the management of the funds and the 
realisation of D&D operations. This scheme is the most applied.  

3. The third category is between the two previous. In fact, some countries have developed specific 
relationship since the responsibility of funds’ management/control is put in the hands of a 
central public body also external vis-à-vis NPP operators while the D&D operations 
responsibility remain to NPP operators. This scheme is found in Finland, in Sweden and in 
Switzerland. Belgium has introduced this type of arrangement since June 2003. But it differs 
from the Swedish or Finnish solution by the fact that SYNATOM which will be the central and 
external manager of the funds is also a subsidiary of the NPP operators. 

Table 6 presents a sum-up of the choice made by OECD countries. 

Table 6: The combination of D&D fund’ control and of liabilities responsibility in some OECD member 
countries 

D&D Liabilities responsibility  

Centralized Decentralized 

Centralized 
• Spain 
•  Italy 
•  UK (for BNFL & 

UKAEA) 

• Belgium (since June 03) 
• Finland 
• Sweden 
• Switzerland 
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Decentralized - 

• Belgium (before June 03) 
• Canada 
• France 
• Germany 
• Japan 
• South Korea 
• The Netherlands 
• UK (for British Energy) 
• USA 

Source: suggested by NEA (1996) 
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3. COMPARISON OF CURRENT FUNDING MECHANISMS 

The variety of funding mechanisms raised another concern which is about their respective 
capacity to offer an effective management of the funds. One way to cope with this concern is to 
examine their respective strengths and weaknesses. We need for that to rely on generally agreed 
principle. We also need to define some relevant evaluative criteria. 

Throughout the civilian nuclear industry, it is admitted that an effective management of 
decommissioning funds should ensured their availability when needed25. But what does this means 
actually? Availability of funds can be seen as an objective of protection of funds. Then, the subsequent 
question is protection against what? As mentioned above, the duty of the manager of the 
decommissioning funds is to invest those funds. This is a risky activity. Therefore, the availability 
principle is a matter of avoiding financial insecurity. That is to say a high degree of confidence exists 
that the necessary funds will be available when needed regardless of changing economic conditions. 
For this objective to be achieved, the value of the funds needs to be less sensitive to worse economic 
conditions. From this point, we need to define some relevant criteria that will be considered in our 
assessment of funding mechanisms. 

3.1 Evaluative Criteria 

How are decommissioning funds exposed to financial insecurity? The answer of this question 
allows us to identify some evaluative criteria of the sensitivity of the value of the funds to changing 
economic conditions. Given the electricity deregulated context, these criteria are the exposure of the 
funds to electricity price volatility and to stocks price volatility. 

• The new electricity context is characterised by deregulation26 and electricity price volatility. In 
this context, electricity price are set by market conditions rather than through rate base. Because 
market conditions always change, so it is for the electricity price. In fact, volatility may range 
from the price of the more efficient base load power plant to that of the less efficient peak load 
power plant27 . Because price volatility affects cash-flow and thereby the reputation of the 
company with investors, it can be a driver of financial insecurity of decommissioning funds28. 

• The new electricity context is also characterised by privatization and market valuation of the 
economic performance of electricity market players. This is to say stock market evaluates and 

                                                      
25.  See [9] & [11]. 

26.  Three main organization changes associated with deregulation are 1° consumer freedom of choice, 2° 
new business models and, 3° new market design (see [4] & [5]). Regarding markets, they can be bilateral 
Over The Counter market (OTC), spot market or balancing market. Neither the different markets have 
necessarily the same set of rules, nor they imply the same customer portfolio and the same power plant 
flexibility.  

27.  Regarding the UK experience, base load prices failed by 20% and peak load prices by 27% from 1999 to 
2002. In California, price increase by more than 90% from 1998 to year 2000. See www.ofgem.gov.uk 
for UK and www.energy.ca.gov for California. According to the 2002 annual report of Powernext, the 
French power exchange market, volatility on baseload prices has been running at nearly 900% on a daily 
basis since November 2001 when Powernext started operation. Approximately, volatility was 700% on 
Germany’s EEX and 1800% on the Netherlands APX. 

28.  The exposure of the company to price volatility depends on its business models. Several business strategy 
have emerged in the deregulation era. These are Merchant generator model, Power marketer/trader model, 
Retail business model. Business model determines among other things, 1° the consumer portfolio, 2° the 
type of assets, 3° the regulatory regime of the electricity business. 
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sanctions those performances. In a context of price volatility as mentioned above, one should 
expect uncertainty in NPP operator revenue, and consequently a high sensitivity of electric 
assets valuation to electricity price. Though the impact on assets valuation is a short–term one, it 
could persist across time because of the correlation between successive economic performance29. 
Therefore, stock price volatility (for electricity production utilities) could be beyond the stock 
market indexes with generally ranges from 10% to 20%30. The stock market volatility is a driver 
of financial insecurity, especially in a context of volatility of electricity market price. 

To conclude, the new electricity context implies that the robustness of the funding mechanisms 
offered by the monopoly and vertical integration model cannot be longer observed. Because funding 
mechanisms could be impacted in the deregulation context, it is of interest to compare the robustness 
of existing funding mechanisms according to the above-mentioned drivers of financial insecurity. 

3.2 Respective Merits of Current Funding Mechanisms 

The harmful effect the deregulated electricity context may exert on the value of 
decommissioning funds depends on the features of the design of funding mechanisms. Because no 
institution will last forever, a complete protection of funds is not possible to attain. However, a better 
protection can be achieved if funding mechanisms are prepared to face the drivers of financial 
insecurity mentioned above. For these reasons, we will consider two relevant properties of funding 
mechanisms in this respect. These are 1° the visibility of the funds and, 2° the monitoring activity. 
Both are a matter of information as will be emphasized below. Let us evaluate the respective merits of 
different funding mechanisms according to those properties and to protection against financial 
insecurity. 

3.2.1 Evaluating the visibility of decommissioning funds 

The visibility of decommissioning funds is closely related to the way in which those funds are 
treated from an accounting point of view. The question here is whether or not a clear-cut separation 
exist between the funds and the other company’s assets. Visibility implies that the funds be 
identifiable. 

It appears that this condition is not observed by internal non-segregated mechanisms. This is 
because in this mechanism, the decommissioning funds have a status of cash-flow. Regarding 
accounting standards, the information given in the balance sheet (assets and liabilities) are not reliable 
from the funds visibility point of view. It appears that the funds cannot be identified unless the 
company’s permanent assets are split up for information purposes. For these reasons, the visibility of 
funds is less clear despite the existence of a statutory account in some cases. 

Because of its unbundled rationale, the internal segregated mechanisms offers a better 
visibility of funds. This is the case as well for external mechanisms within which the management of 
the funds rests on a legal separation principle. 

3.2.2 Evaluating effectiveness of monitoring activity 

                                                      
29.  The situation of British Energy offers a good illustration of the persistence of past economic performance 

shocks on actual stock price. Despite the amelioration of the performance of British Energy, its stock 
price have not experience a similar amelioration testifying that the issue is much more complex. 

30.  In UK for example, electric assets value decreased by 50% in 2002 in comparison of their value of 1999 
due to wholesale prices decline (see [15] ). 
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The effectiveness of the monitoring activity supposes an oversight of risks taken in the 
management of the funds. In fact, several investments strategies with different level of risk do exist. 
The funds could be invested in very low risk investment as government bonds for example that 
typically pay a real rate of return of only 2-3%. This strategy reduces the risk that the value of the fund 
will be lost31. The funds could also be invested in more lucrative investments (for example, equities or 
investments in stocks). In that case, the corresponding risk is higher and there could be a shortfall if 
the investment returns are over-estimated. The crucial question regarding D&D funds management is 
whether or not the supervisor influences the investment strategy. This perspective depends on the 
information constraints he faces. One way to assess those constraints is to look at the organisation of 
monitoring activity. In fact, organization may or may not allows the supervisor to define investment 
strategy of D&D funds. 

We can expect a higher level of information constraints when the supervisor is not specialised. 
A non specialised supervisor provide periodical review and statement of D&D funds management. 
This is to say the supervisor only observed the results of the actions taken by the manager of the funds. 
Therefore, we can consider that the behaviour of the manager of the funds is hidden and that the 
supervisor faces a moral hazard situation32. Conversely, we will expect a low level of information 
constraints when the supervisor is specialised. In fact, a specialised supervisor influences the 
management strategy of the funds. He defines the strategy ex ante and assesses the corresponding 
outcome ex post. 

Differences in the oversight of D&D funds management suggest that we can expect monitoring 
activity to be more effective when the supervisor is specialised compare to a non specialised situation. 
Therefore, external mechanisms may offer a more effective monitoring activity compared to internal 
non-segregated mechanisms and to internal segregated mechanisms. In the latter mechanisms, the 
supervisor faced substantial information constraints. 

3.2.3 Evaluating exposure to financial insecurity 

Financial insecurity is a matter of sensitivity of the value of the funds to electricity market price 
and stock price risks. As stressed above, the question here is whether or not prices volatility have an 
impact on the value of the funds. In fact, taking risk is valuable only if appropriate measures to cope 
with risk exist. 

In an internal non-segregated mechanism, the owner of the NPP is also the manager of the 
funds. This solution may have the advantage of creating incentives for certain kinds of behaviour over 
time. In fact, the NPP owner mainly transforms decommissioning funds in long-term permanent assets. 
This is to say the provisions are rebuilt up in the operation of these companies. Only a small part of 
funds is carried by a statutory account dedicated to decommissioning if any 33 . Therefore, this 
mechanism rest on the assumption that operational revenue will continue to generate financial 
resources to finance the liabilities when needed. Because the investment strategy is mainly to put the 
money in electric assets, this mechanism is not flawless since the value of the decommissioning funds 

                                                      
31.  See [13]. 

32.  Moral hazard is often called the agency problem and then identify with the Principal-Agent model by 
economists. A moral hazard situation arise when the principal (let say the supervisor in our example) 
only observes the outcome of the action taken by the agent (the manager of D&D funds in our example). 
Obviously, the outcome is an imperfect signal of the action taken. 

33.  See for example the EDF’s account Titres Immobilisés de l’Activité de Portefeuille., or BNFL’s account 
Nuclear Liabilities Investment Portfolio. 
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is linked to the economic performance of the NPP owner: D&D funds are exposed to electricity 
market price volatility and thereby to stock price volatility. But the business model can diminish the 
exposure to these risks if appropriate. 

Internal segregated mechanisms can be seen as offering a better protection against financial 
insecurity. In this mechanism, the money is set aside in a trust fund own by the NPP owner. The funds 
are dedicated so that they cannot be used for a purpose other than decommissioning. This argument is 
appropriate in normal circumstances only. In the case of financial distress of the NPP owner, a conflict 
of interest may occur because the NPP owner also owns the trust fund. Thereby, a worse financial 
situation may expose the decommissioning funds to financial insecurity. 

In external mechanisms, the funds are managed via a legally separate body. This principle 
ensures a good visibility to the funds. It also implies that the funds remain outside the control of the 
NPP owner. Furthermore, the investment strategy is validated ex ante and evaluated ex post by a 
specialised supervisor. Because investment strategy is very restrictive as e.g. in Spain34, the value of 
decommissioning funds is protected from financial insecurity which origin is electricity price volatility. 

The table below summarises the respective merits of funding mechanisms. For each funding 
mechanism, we consider the elements of design which could prepared to face worsen economic 
condition of if well-tailored. These are, 1° the visibility of funds, 2° the monitoring activity features 
and, 3° the constraint upon the manager behaviour. Given the observed design, we consider the 
potential sensitivity of the value of the funds to changing economic conditions, then we conclude on 
the degree of protection of the funds offered by each mechanism. 

Table 7:  Respective capacity of Funding Mechanisms to provide availability in a risky context 

Funding Mechanisms Criteria  

Internal Non-segregated Internal Segregated External 
Visibility of funds Restricted to the statutory 

account if any 
Guarantee by the 

unbundling rationale 
Guarantee by the 
legal separation 

Supervision features Ex post  
(the supervisor is under-informed 

Ex ante & Ex post 
The supervisor is 

well informed 

The design of 
the 

mechanism 

Behaviour of the 
manager Unconstrained investment behaviour 

Constrained 
investment 
behaviour 

Sensitivity of D&D 
funds to electricity 
market price 

High 
No (in case of good 
performance of the 

NPP owner) 
No 

Protection 
from financial 

insecurity 

Sensitivity of the 
D&D funds to stock 
market valuation 

High Possible No 

Conclusion on the degree of financial 
insecurity in a deregulated electricity 
context High 

No general response. 
Financial situation of 

the NPP owner 
matters 

Very low 

                                                      
34.  In this country, the investment of the funds is limited to Spanish State bonds Spanish, to credible foreign 

State bonds and to the equity of some large companies. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

This paper has reviewed the current D&D funding mechanisms in OECD countries. The paper 
has shown that those mechanisms are varied regarding their design. It has also appeared that the 
responsibility of management/control of the funds in the one hand and the legal responsibility of 
decommissioning are articulated differently. 

Given the variety of design, the paper has assessed the respective strength and weakness of the 
current funding mechanisms in a deregulated context. In fact, the duty of the manager of the funds is 
to invest those funds and to ensure their availability when needed. Because there is no investment 
without risk, the paper has stressed the financial insecurity to which the funds may be exposed in a 
deregulated context. Some main conclusions of this assessment are the following: 

A better protection of funds in a deregulated context supposes a ring fence between the value of 
the funds and the deterioration of the economic and financial situation of the nuclear power operator. 
This objective is subjected to information constraints. Given financial insecurity drivers in a 
deregulated electricity context, at least two properties of the design of funding mechanisms are 
necessary to overcome the information problem and to achieve an effective protection of funds. 

First of all, the funds need to be visible or identifiable. In this respect, fund management 
effectiveness regarding availability purpose is linked to the status of the manager. In fact, visibility is 
higher when the responsibility of management is separate from the responsibility of operation of the 
nuclear power company. In fact, the accounting treatment of the provisions for liabilities has 
significant consequences on the visibility of funds. This can threaten the availability of funds in a 
deregulated context. 

Secondly, the monitoring of the funds’ management needs to be appropriate regarding 
transparency  and protection against financial insecurity brought by the deregulated electric context. 
The best way to do this is to explicitly delineates what the decommissioning funds can be used for and 
finally how the funds are to be managed. Given information constraints, it appears that the protection 
of the funds is better ensured when the monitoring activity rests on specific and well-tailored 
organisation. Generally, such organisation are observed when outsourced management solution 
prevails. 

Finally, the paper suggests that internal non-segregated mechanisms does not provide a high 
degree of financial security as putting the management of the funds needed to cover decommissioning 
expenses in the hands of a separate body. 
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